
All SWIFT users need to confirm full compliance with the mandatory security controls 
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Overview
Aqua can provide solutions to many of the vulnerabilities that are detailed in the “SWIFT Customer Security Controls 
Framework Detailed Description” available on the SWIFT website and hence improve security and reduce the risk of 
fraudulent activity. 

Which SWIFT security areas can Aqua assist?
1. Internal Data Flow Security  

Ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity of data flows between local SWIFT-related applications and 
their link to the operator PC.

2. Operator Session Confidentiality and Integrity  
Protect the confidentiality and integrity of interactive operator sessions connecting to the local SWIFT 
infrastructure.

3. Database Integrity  
Ensure the integrity of the database records for the SWIFT messaging interface

4. Back Office Data Flow Security  
Ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and mutual authenticity of data flows between back office (or middleware) 
applications and connecting SWIFT infrastructure components

5. External Transmission Data Protection  
Protect the confidentiality of SWIFT-related data transmitted and residing outside of the secure zone.

6. Intrusion Detection  
Detect and prevent anomalous network activity into and within the local SWIFT environment. 

How does Aqua assist?
SWIFT Local Authentication (LAU)
Aqua can deploy our Swift LAU module which provides integrity and authentication of files exchanged between Alliance 
Access and e2gen gateways. Local Authentication requires that the sending entity and Alliance Access use the same 
keys to compute a Local Authentication file signature. This will prevent tampering with SWIFT exchange files.  

SFTP/MQ
Aqua can provide an alternative SFTP or MQ interface between the bank’s core systems and SWIFT to replace the less 
secure FTP interfaces that may currently be in place.  

Data Integrity
We can secure all vital message information for any external service including SWIFT FIN / ISO20022 with checksums 
that prevents tampering.  

To ensure the maximum network security whilst reducing the potential for fraudulent activity, Aqua recommends that 
institutions consider  SWIFT LAU, SFTP/MQ and the data integrity measures as a whole. 

If you would like to schedule a call to discuss how Aqua can potentially assist your bank then please contact Aqua 
on +44 (0)20 8544 3200 or email info@aqua-global-solutions.com
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